
Energise
your 
Environment!





At the Touch 
of a Button
Since its inception, Coffee Day Beverages has been making a mark in the fresh beans and milk vending 
machine category. With over 40,000+ installations* across Corporates and HORECA, we have successfully 
integrated convenience and freshness to provide tasty hot beverages.

As the largest vertically integrated retail café chain in India, Café Coffee Day spans a geography of over 1700 
outlets across 200+ cities. As one of India’s most popular brands, we are constantly innovating to give you more 
reasons to love your coffee, and more ways to enjoy it.

We have the additional advantage of in-house expertise in cafe and kiosk design, with our interior, furniture and 
graphic design teams constantly bettering our cafés and other outlets. We proudly bring you this same expertise 
in creating and manufacturing the Coffee Day Connect kiosk.



Introducing 
Coffee Day Connect
A space within
Inspired by that tree on many a campus (under whose shade, coffees 
and conversations have led to numerous Aha! moments), we bring you 
Coffee Day Connect. Fact is, wherever there’s a congregaton of ideas, 
there’s got to be a coffee machine that catalyses people to share 
thoughts and inspiration. Because in this fast paced world of the 
modern workforce, we offer you a ‘third place’ , be it in your office, hotel, 
showroom or any other place of community and convergence. 

Coffee Day Connect is our latest offering for your workplace refreshment 
corner. Modular and easily assembled, its units come together to create 
a warm and inviting space for positivity, creativity and interaction. 



Add a waft of freshness 
to your spaces
Created by award-winning designers, this epicenter of coffee
and conversation comes with the option of an add-on snack 
vending machine.

Expansive and energising
The Coffee Day Connect kiosk will lend a natural aura to your favourite 
breakout space. It comfortably accommodates groups converging at their 
favourite office spot. With its compact design and expandable seating, 
this one perfectly contains those small group chats and late night 
brainstorming sessions with equal ease.  



Convenient, Comfortable & 
Caffeinated: Ready to go?
Salient Highlights:

Bi-level seating
The 2-deck seating is both compact and expandable. Whatever makes 
you comfortable; use it your way! Whether you’re tight on space or 
have enough to spare, we’ve got something that’s perfect for you. 

Subtle lighting
The use of modular and LED lighting emits that warm, relaxing glow, 
with energy efficient cabling.

Co-branding option 
We offer each of our clients the exclusive option of co-branding. With 
the client company name etched subtly in wood, now our clients can 
share in our sophistication!

Discreet design 
All chords and tubes are discreetly and cleverly concealed in the “trunk”. 
You’ll never see the messy tangles!



Product Offerings
Hot beverages
Our most popular category, here we offer Coffee, Teas, Soups and 
special beverages like Hot Chocolate, Badam drink, etc.

Cold beverages (Snack Vending)

Get refreshed with Fruit juices, Energy drinks and Cold coffees, 
or just rehydrate with good old H2O!

Munchies (Snack Vending)

When hunger pangs strike, select from a selection of 
mouthwatering Snacks, Confectionery and Cookies. 

Rainbow Infusions
Choose your relaxation mode with our unique new range of 
botanical wellness infusions. In (literally!) every colour of the 
rainbow, they’re easy on the eyes too!



Coffee Machines
Choose from our range of state-of-the-art indigenous 
automatic Bean to Cup machines that will bring you a true 
coffee experience. Equipped with an array of specifications, 
our machines give you the beverage you’re looking for!

INDUS 

INDUS +



Where to install
The Connect Kiosk invites you to unwind, share and discover over your 
favourite cuppa. Ideal for that unscripted slot where you want some 
“we-time” to reconnect with teams, colleagues and friends.
The Connect kiosk is sure to grab eyeballs, wherever you choose to place it:

- Breakout zones of offices and co-working spaces.
- Executive floors and near boardrooms: aesthetics and convenience combined!
- Hotels and showrooms: attractive display for premium clientele.
- Waiting areas of front offices, lobbies and various education and healthcare centres.
- Plug-and-play pantries on individual floors.



At Coffee Day, we are proud to own and manage almost 16,000 acres of some 
of the most productive and lush coffee estates. We additionally source coffee 
from small and medium scale planters. 
Our commitment to growing the best beans allows the aroma of freshly brewed 
coffee to waft all over the country, and wind its way not just through India, but 
into Austria, the Czech Republic, Egypt and Malaysia. 

In Good Taste,
Since 1870
Our coffee is shade grown, which helps support the delicate 
balance of flora and fauna in our plantations and 
surrounding forests. Additionally, it is ethically sourced, 
thereby helping to sustain local communities.



At Coffee Day, we are proud to own and manage almost 
16,000 acres of some of the most productive and lush 
coffee estates. We additionally source coffee from small 
and medium scale planters. Our commitment to growing 
the best beans allows the aroma of freshly brewed coffee to 
waft all over the country, and wind its way not just through 
India, but into Austria, the Czech Republic, Egypt and 
Malaysia.

We are committed to bringing our consumers the best of 
coffee expertise, and our deep roots and know-how of 
cultivating and serving coffee only help to strengthen 
this commitment further.



Contact
Coffee Day Global Limited
23/2, Coffee Day Square
Vittal Mallya Road, Bangalore 560001 India
t +91 80 4001 2316  e beverages@coffeeday.com
w coffeedaybeverages.com


